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a b s t r a c t

The level of service (LOS) on two-lane highways and, therefore, the quality of traffic flow, is currently es-

timated based on the delay of the vehicles and, in certain types of roads, the average travel speed. Speed

is relatively easy to measure. However, it is important, and not so simple, to determine whether a vehicle

is delayed. Traditional methods, generally based on quantitative measurements of average time between

vehicles and thresholds, fail to take into account the inherent vagueness of the driving process. In this

paper, we have developed a fuzzy model that gives a new and reliable method for determining such ve-

hicle state on two-way two-lane roads, based on drivers’ perceptions. The proposed system is composed

of seven fuzzy subsystems that take into account imprecise knowledge, human factors, and subjective

perceptions regarding the road, the car, the driver, environmental conditions, etc. Simulation results of

the system have been successfully compared with the behavior of two-lane road drivers who were in-

terviewed. The level of service of these facilities is obtained using the estimated vehicle delay state and

the overtaking maneuver. Therefore, this proposal makes it possible to introduce these existing driving

experiences into LOS assessment and accordingly, it is potentially a step forward since LOS must be re-

lated, by definition, to user experience. These results could be used in future frameworks. In addition, an

extension of the possible states of a vehicle is defined. This approach takes into account the drivers point

of view regarding overtaking desire and in this sense, it is closer to reality.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Both traffic engineers and road users are concerned with the

quality of traffic flow. The concept of level-of-service (LOS) is com-

monly accepted in traffic engineering as a way to assess the quality

and flow characteristics on various facilities (Cohen & Polus, 2011).

The level-of-service gives an idea of the comfort of drivers while

driving and reflects the traffic flow and traffic congestion. But only

a quantitative description of traffic quality is not enough. In fact,

transportation has increased the need for reliable descriptions of

traffic quality flow using measures and concepts that are easily un-

derstood by road users. After a century, this search is not over.

The level of service on two-lane roads and, therefore, the qual-

ity of traffic flow, is currently estimated based on the delay of the

vehicles and, in certain types of roads, the average travel speed.

Speed is relatively easy to measure (Corcoba & Muñoz, 2014). On

the contrary, being vehicle delay a key factor to calculate the level
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 91 394 76 20; fax: +34 91 394 7527.
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f service on roads, its estimation depends largely on technical and

on-technical parameters. Therefore, it is a very complex task be-

ause it is influenced by many different factors and most of them

resent uncertainties and inaccuracies.

Traditional methods use a few parameters (hardly two) to cal-

ulate the delay, and do not deal with uncertainty. Vehicle delay

ypically consists of two parts, uniform and non-uniform (Dion,

akha, & Kang, 2003). Most studies focused on the uniform delay,

stimated by signal timings and traffic volumes. They are based

n historical data, use the statistical approach, and work on urban

nvironments where there are traffic lights and other type of sig-

als. However, the determination of non-uniform delay has been a

roblem for researchers, as it involves random and uncertain fac-

ors. Conventional approaches do not handle many variables and

nteractions that cannot be defined properly by mathematical mod-

ls. Indeed, following headway, driver conditions, perception times,

eather conditions, among others, are not being used in the exist-

ng delay formulas due to the imprecise nature of these variables,

hile it is obvious that vehicle delay can increase on rainy days or

hen sight distance is very low. These conditions are not consid-

red in those estimations (Murat, 2006). Furthermore, these tradi-

ional approaches do not provide a method for estimating vehicle
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elay for two-lane roads or for multilane highways. They usually

alculate the delay only for signalized intersections. Therefore, a

odel of the vehicle delay that takes into account not only quan-

itative but also qualitative factors and that can be applied to two-

ay roads is required.

In this paper, we have used approximate reasoning to develop

fuzzy model that gives a new and reliable method to estimate

f a vehicle is delayed, based on imprecise variables. This knowl-

dge based model aims at better understanding drivers’ perception,

ncluding subjective factors. The motivation of using approximate

easoning is because one of the main features of human decision-

aking and response processes is their inherent approximate na-

ure. Deterministic models of driver behavior fail to take into ac-

ount the inherent vagueness of the driving process (Chakroborty

Kikuchi, 1999). Besides, we are interested in two-way two-lane

oads (T-W T-L), with typically very few road signals.

The proposed fuzzy model is made up of several fuzzy subsys-

ems. It is structured in three levels. In the first one, three fuzzy

ystems estimate the quality of the environment as perceived by

he driver, the car performance, and the driver conditions. The out-

omes of these systems allow the determination of the level of

afety while driving and the estimation of the available gap in or-

er to overtake. At the third level, two fuzzy systems estimate the

river willingness to overtake and if the driver perceives he can

vertake. Finally, based on this information, the fuzzy system esti-

ates if the individual car is delayed.

We have used this vehicle state to estimate the level of service

f the two-lane roads. Furthermore, as the overtaking maneuver

as been considered as the combination of these two subjective

erceptions of the driver, the intelligent system provides guidance

n whether to overtake, thus reducing delays and consequently,

mproving driving comfort and the level of service.

Additionally, this approach has led to an extension of the possi-

le states of a delayed vehicle considering passing desire as a new

actor.

Surveys were conducted to T-W T-L road drivers to test the sys-

em. Their answers were compared with those of the system itself,

eing the expected on more than 90% of the cases.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are the fol-

owing. We have design a fuzzy model of the vehicle delay in two-

ane roads completely different from how the delay is defined in

ost of the previous papers, including many of the subjective vari-

bles that are involved in the driving. As far as we know, the es-

imation of vehicle delay in two-lane two-way roads using fuzzy

ogic has not been proposed before and, therefore, the fuzzy per-

eption of the level of service of these types of highways is novel.

e have also proposed a new categorization of the delayed vehi-

les based on the subjective consideration of overtaking.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summa-

izes how the vehicle delay is estimated by traditional methods,

articularly in two-lane roads, and the literature regarding the ap-

lication of fuzzy logic to traffic flow. Section 3 describes in detail

he design and implementation of the fuzzy model of the vehicle

elay, showing most of the fuzzy subsystems it includes. Section 4

resents the determination of the level of service of two-lane roads

ased on drivers’ subjective perceptions such as the overtaking de-

ire. In Section 5, simulation results are compared to real data ob-

ained from surveys conducted to two-way road drivers, and an

xtension of the possible states of vehicles is proposed. The paper

nds with the conclusions.

. Background

The Transportation Research Board (1985), in the Highway Ca-

acity Manual (HCM), first defined the level-of-service (LOS) as a

ere reflection of the comfort of drivers and, later, in a more
pecific way including conditions such as speed, timings, safety,

ignaling, etc. The level-of-service depends largely on the type of

oad. In fact, it can be calculated as the ratio between traffic flow

nd road capacity. This may be true for high capacity roads, where

he chance of overtaking at any time is supposed to be uniform for

ll drivers. However, this is not the case for two-lane roads, where

ome drivers may be delayed despite their desired speed because

t is not always possible to overtake another vehicle. Therefore, ve-

icle delay must be included as a crucial factor to estimate the

evel of service of multilane roads.

In 2015, the first large research project funded by NCHRP (Na-

ional Cooperative Highway Research Program) on operational con-

iderations in two-lane roads, project 17-65, has gone under way.

he results of the research presented here may be used by the

roject team in revising the existing framework for measuring LOS

n these facilities.

.1. Vehicle delay calculation by traditional methods

Delay calculations have not been prevalent in uninterrupted

ow facilities for individual vehicles. The trend has been to mea-

ure delay comparing actual trip times with free flow travel times.

his way, an aggregate delay can be measured, and is routinely re-

orted as hours of congestion spent by users in a facility. There-

ore, in order to consider the delay of a single vehicle in a facility,

he best resource is to compare it with data from interrupted flow

acilities.

In conventional models for estimating vehicle delay, only statis-

ical data are usually taken into account, with little consideration

f nontechnical factors, as the latter cannot be directly represented

n analytical models. The Webster (1958), Highway Capacity Man-

al (Transportation Research Board, 1985) and its subsequent up-

ates, or the Akcelik’s (1981) delay calculation methods have been

referred by traffic engineers for many years. In these studies, the

verage delay of vehicles is calculated based on deceleration, stop-

ing, acceleration times and queues, and they are mainly focused

n signalized intersections or urban traffic flow.

The first and most general model for estimating the delay is

iven by:

= du + do (1)

In Eq. (1), the first term represents the average delay assum-

ng uniform vehicles arrivals, that is, the uniform part. The second

erm represents the additional delay due to the randomness of ve-

icle arrivals and over-saturation queues. This non-uniform delay,

lso called the overflow term, is attributed to the probability of

udden surges arrivals and cycle failures. A third term can be con-

idered, meaning a semi-empirical adjustment term that is intro-

uced into the model to account for specific field conditions.

The Webster well-known delay formula to estimate the delay

or isolated intersections is:

= c(1 − λ)
2

2(1 − λx)
+ x2

2q(1 − x)
− 0.65

(
c

q2

)1/3

x2 + 5λ (2)

here:

• d = Average delay per vehicle on the particular approach of the

intersection (seconds)
• c = Cycle length in seconds
• q = Flow
• λ = Proportion of the cycle which is effectively green for the

phase under consideration, that is, the ratio of effective green

to cycle time
• x = Degree of saturation (volume to capacity ratio)

The values of the parameters give particular forms to the de-

ay expressions depending on the specific traffic situation (country,

rban flow, etc.).
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Table 1

Level of service for US two-lane highways, type II.

LOS HCM (PTSF)

A < 40

B > 40–55

C > 55–70

D > 70–85

E > 85

F Flow rate exceeds segment capacity
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Following this classical work, numerous studies were conducted

in the field of estimating delay at signalized intersections. As a re-

sult of these studies, a number of delay models based on determin-

istic queuing theory were proposed to suite different field condi-

tions. Among these, the most notable are the models developed by

Akçelik (1981), Akçelik and Rouphail (1993), Miller (1961) in Aus-

tralia, and the models proposed in the continuous updates of the

HCM in the United States. These and other subsequent definitions

are analytically superior to Webster’s classical model, in the sense

that they can successfully deal with oversaturated conditions and

the effect of progression and platooning (Hoque & Imran, 2007).

Murat (2006) summarizes several studies related to vehicle delay

modeling applicable for signalized junctions, as in a more recent

paper Cheng, Du, Sun, and Ji (2015) also do, who provide a com-

prehensive review of the theoretical delay estimation model over

the last ca. 90 years.

2.2. Vehicle delay and level of service in two-lane roads

Very few are the studies on estimating delay for two-lane

facilities. The latest editions of the Highway Capacity Manual

(Transportation Research Board, 2011) suggested two factors to de-

termine the level-of-service of two-lane rural roads: speed and de-

lay. To calculate this, it is necessary to measure two variables: Av-

erage Travel Speed, ATS, and Percent Time-Spent Following, PTSF.

The latter, representing delay and platooning structure, has been

included since 2000. However, the calculation of the delay percent-

age based only on these parameters is not an easy task. Indeed, it

is rather difficult to measure PTSF due to the complexity of collect-

ing data from fast-traveling vehicles that follow slower cars. In fact,

the applicability of PTSF as a service measure is being questioned

(Cohen & Polus, 2011; Luttinen, 2001).

Percent time-spent following can be defined as the proportion

of time that the vehicle cannot travel at the desired speed, i.e.,

the proportion of time that fast vehicles travel in platoons behind

slower vehicles. The calculation of PTSF for two-way highways is

as follows:

PT SF = BPT SF + fd/np, (3)

BPT SF = 100(q − exp(−.000879V p)) (4)

where:

• fd/np = adjustment for the combined effect of the directional

distribution of traffic and of the percentage of no-passing zones

on PTSF
• BPTSF = base percent time spent following for both directions,

given by (4)
• Vp = the percent no passing zones, that is, two-way passenger-

car equivalent flow rate for peak 15-minutes period (pc/h).
• q = flow

There are three road types defined for these facilities, which

are the following. Type I, facilities used for mobility, and there-

fore where speed is relevant; type II, facilities used for accessibil-

ity, where only delay and platooning structure matter, and there-

fore only PTSF is relevant; and type III, facilities in suburban areas

where there are many roadside accesses and uses, and where the

criterion is not the delay, but percentage of the free-flow speed.

The HCM gives the following classification of level-of-service re-

garding the PTSF (Table 1).

On the other hand, the average travel speed is defined as:

AT S = (M × 3600 seconds perhour)/ATT (5)

where ATT (Average Travel Time) is the sum of TT (Travel

Time)/Total number of runs. Travel Time (TT) is time in seconds

from one control point (CP) to the next.
The determination of what proportion of traffic flow in two-

ane roads is delayed is complex. According to the above approach,

vehicle is considered to be delayed if the preceding headway is

nder a critical headway. This factor is a measure of the time head-

ay between two consecutive vehicles that allows the vehicle to

e considered isolated, that is, if the speed is not influenced by

ny other vehicle. If the time headway is lower than this value,

he vehicle is delayed. Many attempts have been made since 1965,

roposing critical values of between 3 and 9 s. In the HCM, this

alue has gone down from 5 s in 1985 to 3 s in 2000, in an attempt

o replicate the values of the variable that better approaches the

elay, the Percent Time Spent Following, or PTSF, obtained through

imulations (NCHRP Project 3-55). PTSF cannot be established in

he field currently, being only observable in simulation.

Several approaches have been proposed in order to estimate

his critical interval. Headways are seldom lower than 0.5 s or over

1 s at different traffic volumes but, within that interval, very dif-

erent values are obtained depending on the main criterion consid-

red (reaction time, speed of the vehicle from behind, if it is legal

o overtake another vehicle on that stretch of the road, and other

tatistical measures). Athol (1965) investigated the effects of crit-

cal intervals of 1.2, 1.5, 2.1 and 2.7 s on platoon behavior. He se-

ected a critical headway of 2.1 s corresponding to a traffic volume

f 1500 vehicles per hour per lane (vphpl), according to two pa-

ameters: reaction time and response time. Other authors adopted

riteria based on either the speed or the difference of speed be-

ween two consecutive vehicles. Hoban (1984) found intervals of

p to 6 s, and Pahl (1971) between 4 and 5 s. The literature on this

opic shows that critical gaps can be as low as 1.60 s, and there is a

ignificant variation (12–38%) on the estimated values by different

ethods.

Statistical models have also been applied to obtain the delay.

ccording to Blank (1980), a free vehicle (not delayed) is easy

to characterize. Assuming the arrivals of the vehicles to be inde-

pendent, the probability model is a Poisson distribution, and the

time between arrivals follows an exponential distribution. Using

this method, Branston (1979) proposed intervals between 3.75 and

4 s; Miller (1961) tried an exponential distribution that gives an

interval of 8 s, and Buckley’s (1968) about 4 s. Highway Capacity

Manual used 3 s (average percent of time that vehicles spend in

platoons behind slow vehicles due to inability to overtake, that is,

percentage of vehicles traveling at headways of 3 s or less). The is-

sue is far from resolved, probably due to the use of a single value

as threshold.

However, papers that take into account the driver’s feelings re-

garding the traffic flow are scarce. A notable exception is the work

by Greenshields, Channing, and Miller (1935), who developed a

quality index for traffic flow based on “frustration factors”. In their

view, the frequency and amount of speed changes are undesirable

factors that irritated drivers and increased the cost of operation.

The quality index (Q) was defined as:

= 1000S/

(
�S

√
f

)
(6)
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here:

• S = average speed (km/h (mph))
• �S = absolute sum of speed changes per kilometer (mi)
• f = number of speed changes per kilometer (mi)

Other documents have also addressed the delay calculation

ith respect to the chance of overtaking including human behav-

or, being more general. Romana and López (1996) reported that

or rural two-lane roads, due to limited opportunities to overtake

ther vehicles, some drivers are moving slower than desired un-

il they can overtake. The extra time wasted can be stressful for

he driver and passengers. More recently, Llorca, Moreno, Lenorzer,

asas, and Garcia (2015) included the passing desire in a micro-

copic driving model.

In this paper, as we claimed in the introduction, the approach

s completely different from how the delay is defined in most of

hese papers. We are interested in two-lane roads, with typically

ery few road signals, but from the driver’s subjective point of

iew.

.3. Application of fuzzy logic to traffic flow

Fuzzy logic was first introduced by Zadeh in 1965. It was pro-

osed as an extended version of the classic logic by Aristotle. Fuzzy

ogic is useful when dealing with vague, uncertain, and complex

nvironments. The imprecise information that characterizes the el-

ments of a universe can be interpreted as a linguistic variable and

odeled with fuzzy sets.

Given a universe of discourse U, a fuzzy set is a mapping

: U→ [0, 1] that gives a membership degree to every element of

in the interval [0, 1]. A semantic label is assigned to this fuzzy

et and its membership degree is used to measure a characteristic

f the elements of the universe U.

Fuzzy systems are typically used to formulate human knowl-

dge, which is represented by a fuzzy rule base with the canonical

orm:

u(1) : IF (x1 is Al
1) and (xn is Al

n) THEN (y is Bl ) (7)

here Ru(l) is the lth rule, Al
i

and Bl are fuzzy sets in Ui⊂R and

⊂R, respectively, and x = (x1, x2, …, xn)T ∈ U, y ∈ V are input and

utput variables of the fuzzy system, respectively.

The fuzzy logic is then worked out by the compositional rule of

nference that determines the membership functions of the fuzzy

ropositions in the conclusions.

A fuzzy system consists of four modules, which can be briefly

efined as:

1. Fuzzification: the linguistic variables associated to the appli-

cation under study are selected based on experience. Several

fuzzy sets are assigned to each of these linguistic variables.

Each fuzzy set is defined by a semantic label and a member-

ship function. In the fuzzy system we present in this paper, we

are working with both, crisp and fuzzy input and output values.

Not only some of the external inputs are crisp measurements,

but even outputs of the fuzzy subsystems can also be crisp ones

if the outcome is the result of a zero-order Sugeno-type fuzzy

system (Jang & Sun, 1995). In the same way, other values are

fuzzy because they have been defined as such or because they

are the fuzzy output of a fuzzy subsystem. For each input, its

membership degree to every fuzzy set is calculated. These val-

ues will fire the fuzzy rules.

2. Knowledge base: the fuzzy rules are expressed as combinations

of antecedents and consequents (Eq. 7). The rule base is defined

comprising the knowledge of an expert.

3. Inference: the inference method, such as max–min (Mamdani),

max-product (Larsen), or Sugeno type is selected depending on
the application and the nature of the raw data available. The

fired rules result from using the inference method considered.

A combine or singleton fuzzy result is obtained at the end of

each inference.

4. Defuzzification: the fuzzy results are converted to crisp values

by applying a defuzzification method. Different methods can be

applied (center of area, weighted average, mean of maximum,

etc). The centroid is the most widely used.

After Zadeh, many researchers have applied this approach to

ifferent areas, including transportation and traffic flow (Santos,

011; Santos & López, 2012; Teodorović, 1999). One of the early

orks was done by Pappis and Mamdani (1977), who developed a

uzzy controller for a traffic junction. Chang and Shyu (1993) de-

igned a fuzzy expert system to advice the driver the need of traf-

c light at intersections with respect to the traffic volume, peak

ours, number of lanes, etc. The same application was also solved

y fuzzy logic by Teodorović, Lucic, Popovic, Kikuchi, and Stanic

2001). Fuzzy traffic control in high capacity urban roads can also

e found in the literature (Hegyi et al., 2001). Zaied and Othman

2011) developed a fuzzy logic traffic system that considers two-

ay intersections and is able to adjust changes in time intervals of

traffic signal based on traffic situation level. Mucsi, Khan, and Ah-

adi (2011) applied Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (AN-

IS) to estimate the number of vehicles in a detection zone.

Quite interesting is the work by Kaczmarek (2005) that

roposes a fuzzy description of traffic flow in street networks. Al-

hough it mainly works with vehicle groups (time position and

ime length variables), the fuzzy approach has allowed him to in-

orporate more information about traffic at road side. Other related

apers by Rossi, Gastaldi, Gecchele, and Meneguzzer (2012), (2014),

nd Gastaldi, Meneguzzer, Gecchele, and Rossi (2015) present fuzzy

ogic models for representing gap-acceptance behavior at priority

ntersections at roundabouts, based on data collected from driving

imulator tests.

Nevertheless, regarding the focus of this work, papers are scant.

he most related example is the application of fuzzy logic to

he analysis of the capacity and level of service of highways by

hakroborty y Kikuchi (1990). They modeled some parameters

uch as road capacity, traffic volume or vision distance using fuzzy

ogic, and defined the level-of-service as a fuzzy output. They also

howed the variability of some of the parameters as a function of

he driver’s perception. In a more recent paper, the same authors

Chakroborty & Kikuchi, 1999) compare a fuzzy inference model for

ar-following with the so-called generalized model (GM), stating

hat fuzzy models possess many of the features that are desirable

n a model of car-following but are not available in the GM models,

uch as approximate nature, asymmetric response, etc. Khodayari,

haffari, Kazemi, Alimardani, and Braunstingl (2014) propose an

daptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to simulate and pre-

ict the car-following behaviour based on the reaction delay of the

river-vehicle unit, unlike other previous works where the reaction

elay is considered to be fixed. The same technique is applied by

anga, Zhanga, Lub, and Wangc (2015), where authors develop a

ar-following model with consideration of driver’s behavior based

n an adaptive neuro fuzzy system. In the car-following model

hey propose, relative speed, distance headway between leading

nd following vehicle, and speed of following vehicle are the three

nput parameters, while acceleration of the following vehicle is

he output. Real data are available to train the system. The paper

y Hasiloglu, Gokdag, and Karsli (2014) also presents an adaptive

euro-fuzzy inference system, which has been adapted as an alter-

ative to other classical models for estimating the vehicle delays

t signalized junctions. The most interesting part of this recent pa-

er is the comparison with Observation, Webster, HCM, Multiple

egression Analyses, and Signal Simulation (SSM) models of the
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Fig. 1. Fuzzy system to estimate vehicle delayed.
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delay, but again at signalized intersections. Another work on mod-

eling the vehicle delay at junctions using fuzzy logic can be found

in Murat (2006), who compared fuzzy logic and neural networks

taking into account some values as average queue, traffic volume,

environment conditions and period time of the traffic lights. Qiao,

Yi, Yang, and Devarakonda (2002), and Su et al. (2009) developed

a fuzzy logic based system for estimating vehicle delay at an inter-

section, the latter in China.

To our best knowledge, the estimation of vehicle delay on two-

way roads using fuzzy logic has not been proposed before and,

therefore, the fuzzy perception of the level of service of these roads

is novel.

3. Fuzzy system designed to estimate the vehicle delay

The perception of the delay is different for each driver. Cer-

tain headway can be comfortable for a driver but too small for

another. There are drivers that travel close to the vehicle in front

but do not want to overtake, and others who keep larger distances.

Even the same driver does not consider the same factors in differ-

ent trips (commuting, going to the movies…). Moreover, depending

on weather and road conditions, for example, a larger gap may be

necessary to be considered comfortable and safe by a driver. These

drivers’ subjective perceptions have been included in the fuzzy sys-

tem we have developed, together with other different factors pro-

posed in the literature.

The intelligent system considers a range of different factors as

a whole, not just few variables as other methods. Some of these
ariables (road conditions, weather, driver visibility, etc.), are taken

nto account without the need of being measured accurately. In ad-

ition, some parameters, which had been previously considered in

he literature, have also been included (Santos & Romana, 2012;

alverde, Santos, & López, 2009). Nevertheless, most of the vari-

bles used by other authors are not applicable in this case as they

re defined for signalized intersections, such as red time ratio, traf-

c volume, etc. (Murat, 2006).

The fuzzy model is a MISO (Multi-Input Single-Output) system,

esigned and developed in order to determine if a vehicle is de-

ayed. It consists of seven different MISO fuzzy sub-systems that

re interrelated. The outputs of some of them are the inputs of

thers. The structure of the decision fuzzy system is shown in

ig. 1, where OVTK stands for overtaking.

Different input variables have been used (up to 23). Each one is

escribed by a different number of fuzzy sets (3 or more member-

hip functions, mainly trapezoidal or triangular shape). Even some

f them are crisp, such as “solid line”, which means that overtaking

s forbidden or permitted on that stretch of the road, according to

he traffic law. The decision-making system has two main outputs:

he chance of overtaking and the driver’s passing desire. Both vari-

bles, along with the speed of the vehicle itself and the speed of

he car in front, will be used to calculate if the vehicle is delayed.

In this fuzzy system, the expert knowledge is represented

y if-then rules. These fuzzy rules have between 3 and 7 an-

ecedents, depending on the number of linguistic input variables

f the corresponding fuzzy subsystem. The combination of all

he variables gives up to 1296 rules for the fuzzy subsystem
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy inputs of the subsystem “Environment”.
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Overtaking_Desire” and 972 for the so-called “Gap” (the two

argest). The rules were generated following a decision tree, al-

owing to prune some branches and thus reducing the number

f rules needed. For example, the following rule includes the 144

ossible combinations of low Safety and high Infront_vehicle_speed.

he other variables of that system (Vehicle_type, Actual_speed,

oad_type, Time_in_queue, etc.) can be ignored, as they do not

ffect the output when these more restricting conditions are

et.

Ru(l): IF Safety is low and Infront_vehicle_speed is fast

THEN Overtaking_desire is not

However, there are rules where many inputs have to be evalu-

ted in order to obtain the conclusion, as in the following:

Ru(l): IF Safety is middle and Infront_vehicle_speed is fast

and Infront_vehicle_size is big and Vehicle_size is big and

Road_bendiness is high and Time_in_queue is small and Ve-

hicle_speed is fast THEN Overtaking_desire is not

The t-norm product has been chosen to implement the AND op-

rator, as is usual in engineering applications. It has the advantage

f providing scaling of the membership functions instead of just

lipping as the t-norm minimum does. This allows us to achieve

etter results. The NOT operator is implemented as the function

1−x).

The fuzzy subsystems of the first level (“Environment”, “Car”,

nd “Driver”) (see Fig. 1) are going to be described in detail in

his Section. The rest of the systems have been implemented in

he same way.

.1. “Environment” fuzzy subsystem

The fuzzy system we have called “environment” refers to driver

erception of the quality of the environment, meaning how some

xternal factors could affect the driver behavior, i.e., the environ-

ent conditions from the driver point of view. This fuzzy sys-

em has as inputs some variables that reflect the environmen-

al conditions as perceived by the user, regardless of the driv-

ng: lane_width, light, road_surface, and rain. They are external in-

uts and, therefore, their values are set by the user or taken from
ensors. The output is environment_conditions, from 1 (bad) to 10

good). The fuzzy description of these fuzzy variables is the fol-

owing.

• Lane_width

A narrow road makes the cars of adjacent lanes go too close

and, therefore, the driver will have to drive more carefully. The

domain has been defined in the interval [1, 4], which repre-

sents the lane width (in meters). Three symmetric trapezoidal

and triangular fuzzy sets have been defined (narrow, medium,

wide) (Fig. 2a).
• Light

The lighting directly affects the driver visibility, and it is one of

the main parameters that define the quality of the environment

as perceived by the user. The range of possible values is [0, 10],

where 0 is clear and 10 dark (Fig. 2b).
• Road surface

If the road surface is under poor conditions, with potholes,

gravel, etc, it causes a bad grip of the tyres and can make driv-

ing difficult. Four fuzzy sets have been defined from 0 (very

bad) to 10 (very good conditions of the road surface) (Fig. 2c).
• Rain

A slippery road is probably the most dangerous situation for

driving. This factor has been the most significant according to

the drivers who were asked. Two trapezoidal fuzzy sets de-

scribe if the road is dry or wet (Fig. 2d).

The output gives the environment quality as perceived by the

river (Fig. 3). The value of the output, between 0 and 10, cor-

esponds to bad, medium or good. The centroid defuzzification

ethod has been used to determine the output.

.2. “Car” fuzzy subsystem

This system refers to the car state. There are different fuzzy

nputs related to the car conditions and different ways to deal

ith them. Although many factors can affect the quality of the car,

ot all of them are so obvious for the driver. For this subsystem,

nly some of the factors that can influence the perception that the

river has of his own car have been selected. These variables are

he age of the car, kilometers, time since last checkup, and state of

he tyres. The output is the car condition.
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy output of the subsystem “Environment” (environment_conditions).
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• Car Age:

In addition to the relationship that usually exists between the

mileage and the age of the car (older cars usually have run

more kilometers), an old car generates the impression that its

performance is much worse than newer vehicles that are also

circulating. The values that represent the car age are in the

range [1, 30], and have been divided as shown in Fig. 4a):

two triangular membership functions (new and medium), and

a trapezoidal fuzzy set for old.
• Kilometers:

With the increase in the number of kilometers traveled by the

car, the vehicle’s reliability decreases, and so does the image

the driver has of the safety and performance of the vehicle. The

range goes from 0 to 300,000 km. The fuzzy sets assigned are

Few, Medium and Many, represented by asymmetric triangular

membership functions (Fig. 4b).
• Checkup:

Although the time since the last car checkup is not a factor

taken into account by most drivers, knowing that the vehicle
Fig. 4. Fuzzy inputs of th
has passed the annual inspection recently provides a little extra

assurance of safety, especially in older vehicles. This input, be-

tween 0 and 24 months, is grouped under two triangular mem-

bership functions for recent and earlier (meaning distance in

time) (Fig. 4c).
• Tyres:

The poor condition of the wheels is one of the main reasons for

low safety in a vehicle. However, according to the polls, many

drivers do not consider the state of the tyres. In contrast, those

who are aware of the good or bad condition of the wheels con-

sidered this factor important when planning to overtake. The

state of the tyres is evaluated between 0 and 10, from poor

(bad) to good condition (three sets with triangular membership

functions, Fig. 4d).

The output gives the condition of the car. As it was the case

ith the quality of the environment, this output shows the percep-

ion of the driver of the quality of the vehicle by a value between

and 10. Trapezoidal membership functions have been defined for

ow, medium or high (Fig. 5). The centroid defuzzification method

as been used.

.3. “Driver” fuzzy subsystem

Driver’s ability is a key factor in determining the safety of a

raveling vehicle. The personal features of the driver also influence

he perception of the driving. The same driver can interpret the

ame situation in two completely different ways depending on, for

xample, how tired he is according to the number of hours he has

een driving.

This fuzzy system takes into account variables such as years

f experience, along with others that depend on the specific time

hile driving, as the number of consecutive hours already driven,

he resting time of the night before, and the motivation. The inputs

re the following.

• Experience:

Inexperienced drivers tend to overreact to unforeseen events.

They are not used to traffic problems, driving in a more
e subsystem “Car”.
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Fig. 5. Fuzzy output of the subsystem “Car” (car_conditions).

Fig. 6. Fuzzy inputs of the subsystem “Driver”.
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insecure way than those who have spent many years at the

wheel. The range of this variable goes from 0 to 50 years.

The membership functions are triangular and correspond to the

fuzzy sets few, medium or many (Fig. 6a). Older people some-

times behave as less experienced ones due to they lose reflexes,

this explains why the last fuzzy set drops more abruptly.
• Driving hours:

The accumulated fatigue after long hours at the wheel produces

a relaxation of the driver’s attention and loss of responsiveness

among other reactions that affect safety. Its range, [0, 6], shows

the number of consecutive hours of driving (Fig. 6b) with sym-

metrical triangular sets for few, medium and many.
• Sleep:

Just as fatigue after long hours driving, fatigue caused by a

short break before starting the trip also affects driving. For this

reason, the hours of sleep the night before are considered an

important factor. Over the range of [0, 12] hours, three fuzzy
sets: few, medium and many, with non-symmetrical trapezoidal

functions are defined (Fig. 6c).
• Motivation:

Driving is better when it comes to something pleasant, without

tension, and not when it is an obligation or a routine. For ex-

ample, a driver will be more attentive while traveling to holiday

destination than commuting to work, a route he repeats day af-

ter day. Motivation has a range [1, 10]. The triangular member-

ship functions correspond to very motivated, medium, unmoti-

vated (Fig. 6d).

The driver subsystem output, described by three triangular

embership functions, in an interval [0, 10] represents the con-

itions of the driver for traveling: poor, normal, and good (Fig. 7).

he centroid defuzzification method has been used to obtain the

utput of this Mamdani system.
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Fig. 7. Fuzzy output of the subsystem “Driver” (driver’s conditions).
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3.4. “Safety” and “Gap” fuzzy subsystems

At another level of the system (see Fig. 1), there are other mod-

ules whose inputs come not only from external sources but also

from other fuzzy subsystems, such as “Safety” and “Gap”.

(a) Safety fuzzy subsystem

The inputs of the Safety fuzzy system are the outputs of

the three just mentioned: “Environment”, “Car” and “Driver”.

The output is the level of safety while driving with that car

(Valverde et al., 2009). This output is very important to es-

timate the overtaking chance.

(b) Gap fuzzy subsystem

It has been introduced in this paper to analyze the chance of

overtaking, in order to reduce the vehicle delay. To carry out

the overtaking maneuver, a crucial factor is to determine if

there is sufficient distance in the opposite direction on two-

way two-lane roads.

To calculate this safety margin, several inputs have been taken

into account: actual speed of the own vehicle and of the oncom-

ing car, distance between them, type of vehicles involved in the

maneuver (car/truck), and driver’s condition, which is the out-

put of the Driver fuzzy subsystem. Three symmetrical trapezoidal

fuzzy sets have been defined for the linguistic variable speed:

slow, medium, and fast, in a universe of discourse between 0 and

140 km/h. The type of vehicle can be a car (which is classified

by the engine size (cm3), between 0 and 3000, corresponding to

small, medium or large), or a truck (over 3000 cm3, only lorry

type). As heavy vehicles are not often found on two-lane roads,

the case of the own vehicle being a lorry was not considered. This

selection was also due to the lack of trucks’ drivers during the val-

idation surveys. Nevertheless, oncoming traffic can be a lorry. The

output (available gap in the opposite lane) is given by three fuzzy

sets: short, enough or large.

The combination of the outputs of all the fuzzy subsystems,

as shown in Fig. 1, gives the information required to determine

the chances of overtaking and, therefore, allows the calculation of

whether the vehicle is delayed.

4. Overtaking to reduce the vehicle delay and improving the

LOS

This fuzzy system can advise the driver on the chance of over-

taking. Thus, an action that may help to reduce the delay is sug-

gested. Regarding the passing maneuver, it is important to note
wo subjective perceptions. On the one hand, the desire of over-

aking that arises when the driver feels he is being delayed be-

ause he would like to move at a faster speed. On the other hand,

he chance of overtaking that depends on certain external condi-

ions and some driver perceptions. Two fuzzy systems have been

esigned to represent these two perceptions.

.1. Overtaking desire fuzzy system

Passing maneuver allows faster drivers to pass slower vehicles

nd drive at their own desired speed (Llorca et al., 2015). Desired

peed is defined as the driver selected speed without the effect of

either traffic nor highway alignment. As already mentioned, if a

ehicle is slowed due to the vehicle in front, this does not neces-

arily mean that it is delayed. There may be some other reasons

hat make him want to keep that lower speed and not to overtake.

e will call it an in-line vehicle but not a delayed one.

The factors that influence this passing desire are: the speed and

ype of the vehicles involved in the maneuver, type of road (bendi-

ess), the time the driver has been queued, and his/her perception

f the available gap and safety. We will briefly describe some of

hem.

• Vehicle speed

If the difference between the speed of the own vehicle and the

one in front is small but both speeds are high, the driver might

not want to overtake. Conversely, if the car in front of us is run-

ning at a very low speed, it is very likely that we want to pass

it, especially if the own car speed is high. Besides, we have to

consider the speed of the oncoming vehicle. This fuzzy vari-

able, speed, has been described as part of the Gap subsystem

(Section 3.4b).
• Vehicle type

As proposed for the Gap subsystem (Section 3.4b), the type of

vehicle can be a small, medium or large car, or a truck. We

found that the type of vehicle does influence the driver pass-

ing desire, especially if the oncoming vehicle is a lorry because

of its size.
• Road bendiness

Two fuzzy sets have been assigned to this variable, depend-

ing on road bendiness, which is measured as the sum of hor-

izontal deflections from curves in the road, and reported in

degrees/km. Thus, roads can be (relatively) windy, with many

curves and high bendiness, or (relatively) straight. Driving on a

straight two-lane highway, with long straight stretches, makes

the overtaking maneuver easier because the visibility is usually
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Table 2

Driver contribution to level of service (LOS).

IF ovtk_desire AND ovtk_chance THEN Level of service Delay LOS Vehicle

Yes Not bad Yes D, E Delayed

Not Not can_be_good Not B, C In line

Not Yes good Not A Free/Isolated
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much better. On the other hand, while driving on secondary

roads, type II, the driver may prefer to slow down. Bendiness

is not a variable where a clear threshold exists, and therefore a

fuzzy variable is more adequate to deal with it.
• Time in queue

If a driver is kept at a lower speed than desired for a long time,

his anxiety may increase and may also change the perception

of overtaking desire. Two fuzzy sets, little and much, have been

defined in a range of [0 60] minutes.

This fuzzy subsystem, overtaking desire, also includes as input

he safety as perceived by the user, which is the output of the

afety fuzzy system (Section 3.4a) that takes into account the En-

ironment, Vehicle, and Driver modules (see Fig. 1). Additionally,

he output of the gap subsystem is another key input. The output

f this system is the final decision made by the driver. When trav-

lling behind a slower vehicle, drivers experience a growing desire

o pass, and finally reach a decision on to try it or not, if the per-

eption of safety is high. This final decision (crisp) is obtained as

he result of a zero-order Sugeno model, where the output is a

onstant.

.2. Overtaking chance fuzzy system

In studies of vehicular gap-acceptance behavior, the choice to

ccept or reject a gap of a certain size is generally considered the

esult of a driver decision process, which includes, as inputs, sub-

ective estimates of a set of explanatory variables, given specific

bjective factors. These subjective evaluations are usually affected

y a high degree of uncertainty, which can be properly treated

oth by classical and probabilistic models (Rossi et al., 2012).

The fuzzy subsystem Overtaking chance requires as inputs both

risp and fuzzy values. Overtaking may be forbidden or allowed

crisp) by traffic law; on the other hand, driver’s perception of the

afety margin, estimation of the gap, the distance to other vehi-

les, etc, are considered fuzzy variables. Some of these inputs are

he outputs of the corresponding fuzzy subsystems (see Fig. 1). The

nput variables of this fuzzy subsystem are:

• Overtaking signal

It is important to know if there is a solid line on the road sur-

face (in some countries) or any other vertical signal forbidding

passing. This is an external input to the system (solid line).
• Gap

The opposite lane occupation and whether there is enough gap

on the opposite lane for overtaking are important factors. Oth-

erwise, the fuzzy system will not advice the driver to overtake.

This input is the output of the Gap fuzzy subsystem (short,

enough, large).
• Safety

The perception of this value is entirely subjective; it depends on

the slow or fast reflexes of the driver, sight distance, visibility,

etc. It is calculated by the fuzzy subsystem Safety that has been

previously described (Section 3.4b).

The output of this zero-order Sugeno-type fuzzy system is Yes

r Not, depending on whether overtaking the other vehicle is pos-

ible or not. That is, finally, after considering all the variables, the
river decides that there is a chance of passing. As explained be-

ore with the desire of overtaking, the variable focuses on the final

udgement: yes, I can try to pass, or no, this is not a good occasion

or passing. The zero-order Sugeno model gives this result.

Therefore, we have obtained as a result if it is possible to over-

ake and if the driver wants to do it, which can be used to assess

f a vehicle is delayed.

.3. Final output of the fuzzy system: vehicle delay and level of

ervice

We present a proposal for the determination of the level of ser-

ice (LOS) of two-way two-lane roads based on the overtaking de-

ire and overtaking chance, outputs of the described fuzzy system.

There are some studies on particular situations that define the

evel of service (LOS) as a function of the road capacity, but most

elate LOS with user perception, through a stratifies measure. In

Transportation Research Board, 2011), LOS is based on density, and

categorization of LOS (vehicle/hour/lane) is given, from A (free

ow) to F (breakdown), going through stable (B, C), high density

D), and near capacity (E) (Table 1). It was defined under ideal con-

itions (US freeway with a lane width of 3.5 m, with maximum

apacity slightly over 2000 vehicles per hour per lane). In these

acilities, passing is unrestricted with lower flows, and friction ap-

ears restricting free passing between vehicles when flows grow;

low traffic does not interfere with fast traffic. Therefore, quality

erception by the user decreases when delay increases and when

ther vehicles in the traffic flow restrict the users’ speed. We have

een inspired by this classification of the LOS to label our results

see Table 2).

However, like some authors comment, other factors (such

eather or road surface conditions) also influence the capacity

ignificantly, e.g., the rain (Chung, Ohtani, Warita, Kuwahara, &

orita, 2006). Even more, the capacity of the road can be very

nfluenced by the behavior of the drivers. In countries with dis-

iplined traffic behavior the capacity seems to be considerable

igher than in countries where traffic behavior is less disciplined.

ess disciplined traffic tends to block traffic and cause consider-

ble delays. Such kind of subjective factors should be included in

vehicle delay model. Therefore, we will relate the level of ser-

ice to the delay state of a vehicle, where those perceptions have

een taken into account. The level of service is then given by the

ollowing rules (Table 2):

The proposed fuzzy system also allows us to analyze how

hanging certain parameters the state of a vehicle can be im-

roved. For example, if the visibility increases then the chance of

vertaking is higher and, if the driver does so, he is no longer de-

ayed. Therefore, depending on some variables, the driver is ad-

ised on the action to take.

In the existing framework, LOS is an aggregate result for a given

emand, taken from an aggregate measure of the traffic flow char-

cteristics. This is done in freeways with density and in two-lane

ighways with average travel speed, percent time spent following

r percentage of the free flow speed, depending on road types. This

aper offers an alternative, or, at least, a complementary possibility

o estimate LOS considering how each driver assesses their driving

xperience. These results could be used in future frameworks.
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5. Results and discussion

The computational tool Xfuzzy has been selected for the im-

plementation of this fuzzy system due to its various functional-

ities. Xfuzzy (IMSE-CNM, 2003) was developed at Seville Univer-

sity, Spain. Xfuzzy is programmed in Java and has GNU license. It

consists of several tools covering the different stages of the design

process of a fuzzy inference system: description, simulation, de-

bugging, graphical visualization, tuning by the application of learn-

ing algorithms, and finally, the synthesis unit that includes tools

to generate code in high-level languages (C, C++ and Java), for

software and hardware implementations. The simulation environ-

ment integrates them under a graphical interface that facilitates

the design procedure to users. Xfuzzy uses the specific language

XFL (XFuzzy Language) that allows expressing complex relation-

ships between fuzzy variables, hierarchical rule bases, connectives,

linguistic modifiers, membership functions, and different methods

of defuzzification. It also serves as a link between all the tools.

It is difficult to validate a fuzzy model like this. Although we

have obtained reasonable results in the simulations, we decided to

collect some real data for comparison, conducting some surveys to

drivers of two-way two-lane roads. Most of them were traveling

around Madrid and Segovia (Spain). The main goal of the survey

was double. On the one hand, we wanted to know the perception

of the drivers regarding some variables, the importance they gave

to some of them, which the most critical were when overtaking,

etc. On the other hand, we proposed some scenarios to learn how

the drivers would react in those situations to use them to adjust

the system.

The questions were focused on whether they wanted to over-

take and if they felt delayed under specific road conditions, ve-

hicle characteristics, etc. Different factors were proposed to the

drivers, who had to weigh the importance of each. They were also

interviewed on the number of hours they had slept the night be-

fore, the motivation of the trip, their reactions depending on the

road surface, the weather, etc. Different scenarios were proposed

and they answered to these hypothetical situations. This method

of knowledge acquisition has been successfully applied by other

authors in this field (Pattnaik & Ramesh, 1996).

Some of the external inputs of our model were directly pro-

vided by the drivers’ answers or even for us, because we were do-

ing the surveys in some establishments at the roadside, where the

drivers had stopped to rest or to have something to eat. Therefore,

we already knew some data regarding the environment: rain, lane

width, road-surface, etc.), even if we asked these questions to the

drivers to know their perception. Besides, meteorological stations,

historical databases, traffic institutions, traffic regulations, etc. also

provided some of these values.

It took us a long time to collect the surveys, and we had to

withdraw some of them because they were incomplete or the an-

swers did not give the information we wanted. Eventually, 50 of

them were considered appropriate, even if not in all of them all

the questions were answered.

Out of these 50 questionnaires, 10 of them were selected to de-

fine the fuzzy variables of the system, the terms and labels the

drivers used, the range of the possible values, etc. To make the sys-

tem reliable, we kept in mind that we needed the larger possible

set of surveys to validate the system, so we decided to take only

ten (20%) that were different enough to cover a wide spectrum of

drivers, and to use the other 40 to validate it (80%).

During the adjusting phase, the answers of the 10 selected sur-

veys were used to correct the deviations detected on the results

given by the system. This adjustment consisted in narrowing or

changing the shapes of the membership functions, establishing the

universe of discourse of the different fuzzy sets, etc., in a qualita-

tive way, in order to make the system outputs as close as possible
o the survey answers. As it is well known, the design of fuzzy

ystems is based on expert knowledge and the tuning is usually

arried out by trial and error.

The 80% surveys left were used to validate the system, compar-

ng the answers given by the fuzzy system with the answers given

y drivers. The results were as follows:

- The answers were the same in more than 90% of the cases.

- 37 out of 40 (92.5%) of drivers who answered that, under cer-

tain conditions, they had felt delayed were correctly identified

as such by the fuzzy system.

- 90% of the drivers (36 out of 40) who said they were driving

at lower speed than desired, but acceptable for them, were also

rightly identified as vehicles in line.

The determination of free and isolated vehicles is quite simple

ccording to the fuzzy rules described in Table 2. In fact, every ve-

icle that is not delayed or in line is classified as free or isolated.

The system is reliable and it closely represents the human way

f perceiving some driving conditions. Nevertheless, the number

f samples taken was small due to the difficulty of interview-

ng drivers of two-lane roads. That made the percentages varied

reatly. Besides, we have realized that there is not a clear common

attern of the drivers of two-way two-lane roads.

.1. A new proposal of vehicle states

As another result of this study, this approach has led to an

xtension of the possible states of a delayed vehicle considering

assing desire as a new factor. Most previous approaches found in

he literature consider only two possible states of a vehicle, free

nd delayed, based on measurements such as the critical interval

Rozic, 1992). In this paper, as in our previous work (Santos & Ro-

ana, 2012), we propose four states based on subjective factors

uch as passing desire, road conditions, etc. These states are:

• A vehicle is ISOLATED if the driver is moving at desired speed,

without any influence from other vehicles traveling in the same

lane.
• A vehicle is IN LINE if its speed is close to but slightly lower

than the desired speed. Nevertheless, from his point of view,

the driver does not want to overtake. The driver does not think

it is worth overtaking and he feels comfortable driving at that

speed.
• A vehicle is DELAYED if its speed is significantly lower than de-

sired due to the vehicle in front. The driver would like to over-

take it, but he cannot do it because it is not allowed on that

stretch of the road, or there is opposing traffic and the gap is

not enough.
• A vehicle is FREE when the driver goes at the speed he wants,

even though he may be influencing other vehicles. For instance,

vehicles behind it can be delayed. This can happen when the

vehicle has just been overtaken; then the distance between ve-

hicles is small but both are circulating at desired speeds.

We believe that the proposed classification is closer to reality

ecause it considers two new possible states: IN LINE and ISO-

ATED. The first one includes a subjective perception of the driver,

he desire of overtaking, even if he could be considered delayed.

. Conclusions and future trends

In this paper, we have designed and implemented a fuzzy

ystem that provides a new and reliable approach to determine

hether vehicles on two-way two-lane roads are delayed. Human

actors, subjective perceptions, and uncertain variables are taken

nto account in the fuzzy model. The developed fuzzy system deals

ith each driver as a unique individual, that is, with a different
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ehavior from the others’. This is one of the main differences with

ther research papers that deal with the delay in a traditional

ay, based on measurements of average time between vehicles

nd thresholds and, therefore, as if all the drivers behave the same.

imulation results of the system have been successfully compared

ith the behavior of two-lane roads drivers who were interviewed.

This paper also offers an alternative, or, at least, a complemen-

ary possibility to estimate level of service (LOS) considering how

ach driver assesses their driving experience. In our proposal, the

evel of service of these types of two-lane roads is obtained us-

ng the vehicle delay state. These results could be used in future

rameworks.

In addition, a new proposal of possible states of a vehicle is

efined. This approach takes into account the drivers point of view

egarding overtaking.

Currently, the HCM recommends the threshold of 3 s to make

eld estimations of PTSF. Many HCM users and traffic engineers

educe from this, therefore, that a vehicle travelling at a lower

eadway than 3 s is delayed. Actually, what the authors of the 3-

5 report mean is that 3 s is the value for which a best match be-

ween percent delayed vehicles and PTSF has been achieved, when

omparing field data and simulation results. We feel that our pro-

osal is more useful to traffic engineers than using a 3-s threshold

indeed, 4 and 5 s have also been proposed in the literature). Re-

lly, it is difficult to believe that PTSF, a measure over the whole

rip for a single user, or an average of users, can be matched with

measure of the vehicle set in a single point in the road section.

Therefore, this proposal makes it possible to introduce these ex-

sting driving modes or experiences into LOS assessment and ac-

ordingly, it is potentially a step forward since LOS must be re-

ated, by definition in the HCM and elsewhere, to user experience.

owadays there is a worldwide effort to establish new regulations

n two-lane highways, and a large project is under way within

CHRP. The new German Capacity Manual uses density, and fol-

ower density and bunching have been proposed, for which a head-

ay threshold must be adopted to see if a vehicle is in queue. Fur-

her research must follow up to consider how the individual driver

erception can be aggregated into a LOS measure that can be tra-

uced in the current projects and policy measures,
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